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THE 17-POUNDER ANTI TANK. GUN

At the end of 1941 gunnery experts of the War Office end the • Ministry of

Supply sat down to consider the trend of development of German.-, tanks, -

We had at that time the 2-pr and 6-pounder anti-- TaNk guns which were., a .
match for all-the existing-German tanks. It was the business of the experts to

prepare for the next move.

They deduced that the Germans would pin their faith in very heavy armour,

and big guns regardless of the speed of their tanks or their mobility. They
envisaged a German fortress on traoks, slow moving but immensely powerful.

These, experts then set to work to build the gun to meet and defeat that

tank.

They designed the 17-pounder anti-tank gun.

This gun is the big brother of the 2-pounder and the 6-pounder anti-tank

guns, each of which has been acclaimed the best anti-tank gun of its kind.

By one of those coincidences -which novelists envisage the 17-pounder
anti-tank gun and the tank it was designed to defeat both went into action for

the first time on the same day. They did not actually meet but the coincidence

was still remarkable.

Since then the 17-pounder has shown three; it can do all that was claimed,
for it. It can be trusted tc knock out the most heavily armoured enemy tanks

at any thing up to a thousand yards range. It is the complete answer to the

"Tiger".

The fighting in the western Desert and North Africa in the early part of this

year saw the first battle test of the 17-pr* The first report received was "17-pr
had only once been fired in anger and on that occasion the third shot blew the

turret off the tank at about Ipoo yards. It is said that the sole remaining
occupant realised something k.d hit him but could not make out what it was."

The 17~pr. really got going for the first time when the enemy put in his
n spoiling" attack late in April. One gun outcd three tanks in three rounds at

first light. In later attack, one 17~pr got six tanks including two Mk«VI Tigers
in hull-down positions and was itself destroyed by a tank which fired

simultaneously with the gun's sixth round.

So far as possible the 17-pr has been used offensively "looking for trouble",
and in defence its range allows it to bo sited further back or defiladed further
to a flank and thus to spring a surprise on the enemy tcnks.

Other reports speak of tine gun's "astonishing accuracy" and refer to it as

"a magnificent tank killer".

In the ordinary way it would take two years to produce the gun. from the time

the designs were finished. The first 17-pounder was actually produced in 5 months

ana they have since been pouring from Ministry of Supply factories in continuously
increasing numbers. There are now enough of then in service to meet all present
requirements •

/The gun



The gun measures just over 2k~fcet from muzzle to the end of the

trail# It has. a semi-automatic "breech action which makes it possible
to maintain a '.cry high rate of fire* The trail is split giving a

wide traverse* It Is fitted with a muzzle "brake" which absorbs much
of the recoil aid stabilizes the carriage# It fires "fixed"

ammunition - 1- shell and the cartridge are fitted together as with a

rifle cartridge and bullet. •
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